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This work, in support of the Propel San Diego initiative, follows the 2018 Propel/
San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation report that mapped 
the San Diego defense sector. This report identified PST as the second largest 
recipient of defense contracting dollars (after manufacturing), and while a great 
deal is known about the workforce needs of local defense manufacturers, PST 
has been largely unexamined. Unmanned systems is anecdotally known to be a 
blossoming industry in the region, but little is known about workforce priorities. 
A more thorough understanding of employer needs within these industries can 
inform the creation of tools, curricula, workshops and other support to help 
defense businesses thrive. The following key findings are a result of these surveys.

The San Diego Workforce Partnership 
and the South County Economic 

Development Council have engaged in 
survey research that highlights short- and 
long-term workforce needs in two specific 

defense subsectors: The Professional, 
Scientific & Technical Services (PST) 

sector and unmanned systems (aerial, 
underwater, land and surface).
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• There is an extensive and varied collection of certifications 
for workers to obtain that can help improve their 
qualifications and skills. Unfortunately, identifying those that 
are most important, sought after or useful is hard for both 
employers and applicants. The industry could benefit from 
a centralized tool to help defense employers locate these 
training programs.

• There seems to be a disconnect between what employers 
want and what certifying bodies and educational 
institutions are teaching. When asked what new certification 
employers wanted, many requested certifications similar to 
those already in existence.

• While there is a perceived shortage in specific applicant 
pools, greater supply is possible by expanding the industry’s 
reach. Firms can only capture the attention of those who 
are able to find them. However, 90% of defense contractors 
are small businesses, with presumably few resources to spare 
on recruitment. The workforce and economic development 
community can support these employers by facilitating 
connections between businesses and diverse applicant pools. 
defense firms with minimal retraining.

Key Findings: Professional,  
Scientific & Technical Services

Key Findings: Unmanned Systems
• To help meet industry demands, educational institutions 

should incorporate unmanned systems training into 
relevant degrees. Because unmanned vehicles are 
becoming relevant to many professional fields, courses 
related to their operation or programming can enhance an 
individual’s skill sets in programs like geology, engineering 
or data analysis. This will expand the labor supply and 
promote further development of the industry.

• Veterans in a variety of specialization are good candidates 
for unmanned systems occupations demanded by employers. 
With experience operating and maintaining unmanned systems, 
they have many of the technical skills employers’ desire in this 
field. When paired with a greater likelihood of already having 
security clearance, they are often considered ideal job applicants.

• Required education seems to be related to firms 
experiencing hiring difficulty. Firms that have experienced 
difficulty during the hiring process generally require a 
bachelor’s degree for the primary occupations at the 
firm. In some cases, firms would benefit from carefully 
considering job postings to eliminate unnecessarily strict 
educational requirements.
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PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 
Introduction 

At 18% of San Diego County defense contract outlays, the Professional, Scientific 
& Technical Services (PST) sector is the second largest recipient of defense 
contract dollars (after manufacturing). This means that of the $9.2 billion 
contributed to the regional economy from defense related spending, $1.66 billion 
are a result of business activity from firms in the PST sector.1 

This sector is diverse and covers a large range of services. Some of these  
services include Geophysical surveying and mapping, Consulting, Research and 
development, Computer systems design and Engineering. 

The San Diego Workforce Partnership conducted a survey to assess current and 
future workforce needs of PST firms within the defense sector. This survey aimed 
to identify the challenges encountered by our region in developing a workforce 
able to meet the needs of PST businesses in this industry. 

There were 152 survey respondents, more than 90% of whom fell into four industries (Figure 1): Management, Scientific, 
and Technical Consulting; Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services; Computer Systems Design and Related Services; 
and Scientific Research and Development Services. All respondents self-identified as either primes or subcontractors on 
contracts from the U.S. Department of Defense. 

Figure 1: Survey respondents segmented by 4-digit NAICS code

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 

1Propel San Diego, “Mapping San Diego’s Defense Ecosystem”: https://www.sandiegobusiness.org/sites/default/files/Mapping%20San%20Diego’s%20Defense%20
Ecosystem.pdf
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Survey Results 

As seen in Figure 2, respondents relied most heavily on engineers and computer occupations to do their defense sector 
work. The other common jobs in this field are also scientific or technical occupations, with the exception of project 
managers and business professionals. 

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Figure 2: Primary Occupations Needed for Firms’ Defense Work
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PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Table 1 breaks down the specific engineering and computer occupation types called out by employers. Notably, these 
were all occupations for which training is currently available.

Table 1: Identifying types of engineers and computer occupations

TYPES OF ENGINEERS # OF FIRMS TYPES OF COMPUTER OCCUPATIONS # OF FIRMS

Audio/Visual Engineer 4 Computer Programmer 2
Civil Engineer 1 Cyber Security 3
Electrical Engineer 3 Database Administrator 1
Instrumental Engineer 1 Design Engineer 3
Material Engineer 1 Information Technology 3
Mechanical Engineer 3 Network Engineer 2
Not Specified Engineer 18 Software Developer 5
Semi-Conductor Engineer 2 Software Engineer 11
Ship Engineer 1 System Engineer 4
Structural Engineer 1 — —

Nearly three out of every five respondents had at least some trouble finding and hiring qualified workers for defense  
projects, while two out of every five had no trouble (Figure 3). Even if they did not generally have trouble hiring,  
employers were asked about experiences they found to be missing from the applicant pool and these responses can  
also be found in Figure 3.
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PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Figure 3: Difficulty in hiring qualified applicants

 Respondents without trouble hiring    Respondents with trouble hiring

None; talent pool generally  
has necessary experience

Unsure

Experience in a certain specialization

Experience in industry

Experience with defense-related work 

Experience in same occupation

61%
10%

11%
11%

10%
25%

8%
28%

8%
17%

2%
8%

Unsurprisingly, the majority of employers that have success hiring (dark blue) find that the applicant pool possesses the 
desired set of experiences. Nonetheless, a limited number of these employers who were without trouble hiring still felt 
the applicant pool lacked some experience.

For employers who struggled to hire (orange), 10% were satisfied with the level of experience demonstrated in the 
applicant pool. Others primarily found the same types of experience to be lacking as the previous group—industry, 
defense and specialization-specific.

Table 2 presents both technical and non-technical skills that employers want their staff to possess. There was no clear 
consensus on which skills were most important, a nod to the wide variety of occupational needs in this industry. This 
presents a challenge for certifying bodies and educational institutions that prepare the workforce—if the companies in 
an industry have such a variety of needs, it will be difficult to craft a single curriculum to satisfy all or even a large subset 
of them.

Respondents = 61 Respondents = 88

Respondents = 149
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The responses in Table 3 manage to lend both clarity and confusion 
to the issue of in-demand skills and certifications. All 79 employers 
in this table agreed with the statement: “There are certain skills and 
expertise I need workers in the defense sector to have, but there are 
no professional certifications that cover them.” However, when asked to 
explain there was no consensus as to what those certifications need to 
be. What’s more, many of these same respondents were either unable to 
articulate what the certificate should entail or pointed to certifications 
that are already in existence (indicated by asterisk). This seems to suggest 
confusion regarding the current availability of certificate programs.

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Table 2: Difficult-to-find, but desirable skills

SOUGHT AFTER TECHNICAL SKILLS SOUGHT AFTER NON-TECHNICAL SKILLS

3D computer design Ability to listen and follow direction
Accounting Ability to work in team

Architect drafting Analytical 
Asbestos sight technician Business awareness

Audio-visual skills Communication skills
Business analytics Crisis management
Concrete finishing Dependable

Data analytics Detail oriented
Database management Intelligent

Digital forensics Leadership
Digital marketing Loyal

Driving Organized
Electric circuit design People skills

Fuel specialist Phone skills
Laboratory technician Problem-solving

Linux systems Professionalism
Molecule testing Project management

New product development Sales skills
Non-destructive testing Trouble shooting skills 

Piloting abilities —
PythonSkills —

Ship design skills —
Software coding —

Surveying —
Teaching techniques —

Technical report writing —

Waste water infrastructure —

There are certain skills and 
expertise I need workers in the 

defense sector to have, but  
there are no professional 

certifications that cover them.
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PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Table 3: Desired certifications that do not currently exist, according to respondents

INDUSTRY RESPONSES
% THAT COULDN’T 

PROVIDE AN EXAMPLE 
# OF  

RESPONDENTS

Architectural, 
Engineering and 
Related Services

Interior design certification*

55% 29

Cyber security*

Bachelor's degree and professional experience*

Problem solving skills
Security clearance
The ability to read drawings
Engineering*

Engineering and manufacturing certifications*

Professional engineer*

Certifications related to current technology
Drafting certificates*

Specialized  
Design Services

— 100% 2

Computer  
Systems Design 

and Related  
Services

Diesel and gas turbine*

56% 9
Cognitive reasoning certification*

Lasers certification*

Scuba instructor*

Management, 
Scientific and 

Technical  
Consulting  
Services

Project management*

50% 24

Training systems management
Systems engineering*

Non-destructive testing*

Masonry and electrical*

Project management*

Medical kitting
Crestron and/or Extron certifications*

Drone related*

Computer programmers & software developers*

Bachelor's degree in engineering

Scientific  
Research and 
Development 

Services

Multimedia literacy and web skills*

60% 10
Licensed by the state of California
Project management*

An experience certification

Other PST

Certified with plumbing, construction, manufac-
turing carbon fiber and water chemical skills

40% 5CBRT: certified bio removal technician*

Engineering certificates specific to DoD

Note: * denotes suggestions for which there are already certifications available for people to take. 
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PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Though respondents were not able to clearly ar ticulate the gap in defense-related occupational certifications, a majority 
nonetheless believe there are gaps. Figure 4 displays defense firms’ willingness to support new programs that would 
develop current and prospective employees’ skills. Employers who felt that desired skills were not sufficiently addressed 
under current certification programs were generally more supportive of the creation of such programs. 

Figure 4: Firms’ willingness to support development of new training programs

Probably support      Definitely support            Unsure

40.5%

29.5%

22.8%

32.8%

19.0% 19.7%

7.6%
8.2%

10.1% 9.8%

Definitely not 
support

Probably not 
support

Respondents = 150

 Current certifications are sufficient    Current certifications don’t address all needs

Respondents = 79 Respondents = 61
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Key Takeaways & Next Steps

There is an extensive and varied collection of certifications for workers to obtain 
that can help improve their qualifications and skills.

Unfortunately, identifying those that are most important, sought after or useful is hard for both 
employers and applicants. Most of the certifications desired by employers in this survey already exist, 
yet there seems to be a general lack of awareness. The industry could benefit from a centralized tool to 
help defense employers locate these training programs, either to identify new workers or to send their 
current workers for upskilling. It could also allow users to identify which certifications, when paired with 
different education levels, can lead to what occupations. Ideally, this would simplify the hiring process, 
eliminate information asymmetries and make it more efficient for both employers and job seekers to 
find each other. 

There seems to be a disconnect between what employers want and what certifying 
bodies and educational institutions are teaching. 

When asked what new certification employers wanted, many requested certifications similar to those 
already in existence. Part of this seems to be related to information (certification) overload, making it 
hard to find the ideal qualification. But in some cases, the existing certifications might be lacking in quality 
or relevant topics. A few respondents wanted new certifications altogether (e.g., “certifications related 
to current technology”). Experts from within the industry hold the key to solving this challenge: by 
sharing their knowledge with the training institutions, they can help create relevant and nimble programs. 
Maintaining the San Diego region’s competitive advantage in the defense sector requires these groups to 
work collaboratively to improve the applicant pool. 

While there is a perceived shortage in specific applicant pools, greater supply is 
possible by expanding the industry’s reach. 

Firms can only capture the attention of those who are able to find them. However, 90% of defense 
contractors are small businesses, with presumably few resources to spare on recruitment. The workforce 
and economic development community can support these employers by facilitating connections 
between businesses and diverse applicant pools. Workshops can steer university students, early and mid-
career workers, and veterans toward opportunities with small defense firms. Defense employers that 
are having trouble hiring may be able to expand the applicant pool by looking to other industries and 
specializations with similar occupational task. For example, individuals in computer-related occupations 
can be found in just about every industry, so could potentially fill positions for defense firms with 
minimal retraining.

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES 
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS

UNMANNED SYSTEMS 
Introduction 

As autonomous technology becomes ever more advanced, a feeling of untapped potential is palpable. Remotely piloted aircrafts 
have long been used tactically for national security, but an entrepreneur’s capacity for developing applications of unmanned 
technology is limited only by their imagination. With new innovations emerging regularly, the military is already using drones for 
reconnaissance missions to accomplish tasks like defusing underwater bombs and surveillance.

This fledgling industry is flourishing in San Diego County. In Chula Vista, for example, the police department is dispatching 
drones that are able to assess the crime scene in a matter of seconds compared to the minutes it takes for officers 
to arrive. Drones are being used by local utility companies to inspect utility poles. This has resulted in huge time and 
monetary savings as they can conduct fire and safety assessments in the back country. It offers added safety for their 
employees who may encounter poison oak, snakes and other hazards while cutting down brush. Finally, several local 
companies are using drones for aerial photography, surveying crops and identifying erosion on hillsides and bluffs. Simply 
put, drones are offering new perspectives. What’s more, as this industry continues to grow, we can expect to see the 
development of ancillary businesses that are capable of analyzing the large amounts of data that unmanned systems are 
capable of generating. 

Many local companies that use drone technology also manufacture them. Recently, the South County Economic 
Development Council (SCEDC) arranged for several drone company representatives to meet with officials from the 
Federal General Services Administration. They indicated there will be a new emphasis on the purchasing of drones 
manufactured in the U.S. for all government agencies. The SCEDC is working with local companies through the San Diego 
Industrial Drone Consortium (SDIDC) to better prepare them to respond to the drone needs of the U.S. government. 
If San Diego companies are to benefit from this policy, the region must respond by determining workforce needs of the 
unmanned systems industry and working to expand the local labor pool. 
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS

Survey Results 

The SCEDC administered a survey to begin uncovering the unique workforce needs of this industry. The summary  
below includes responses from 21 San Diego-based companies, all of which are performing work in the unmanned 
systems industry. More specifically:

This diversity in respondents’ activity suggests that firms are flexible in the contracts in which they are involved, a quality 
that bodes well for the resilience of these firms. Though fewer firms typically have trouble finding experienced and entry-
level applicants, there is a non-negligible minority that experiences difficulty in this regard (Figure 3).  Employers that are 
experiencing difficulty in finding qualified employees tend to require at least a bachelor’s degree for applicants. 

Types of Drones Used by Companies

86%Aerial

Ground

Underwater

Do not use

20%

13%

10%

48%  
1–5

Number of Employees at Firms

38%  
6–15

14%  
15

17%  
Other

22%  
Primary  

contractor

33%  
Both primary  

and  
sub-contractor

28%  
Sub-contractor71%  

conduct both  
defense and  

commercial work

24%  
Commercial  

only

5%  
Defense only
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS

Figure 3: Number of Surveyed Firms Struggling to Find Qualified Applicants

  No     Yes  

Qualified experienced candidates 
 

Qualified entry-level candidates

12

7

10

9

To understand why some employers may be experiencing difficulty, it is helpful to understand the firms’ needs. Table 
4 displays primary job functions and characteristics as identified by survey participants. Engineers are most frequently 
highlighted, specifically in roles related to software. This was followed by jobs requiring the operation and piloting of 
drones. Unsurprisingly, the certification of highest demand is the of FAA Part 107, allowing for the operation of drones 
weighing fewer than 55 pounds.

Table 4: Understanding Respondents’ Primary Job Needs

EMPLOYERS’ JOB REQUIREMENTS COUNT

What is the most in-demand job at your firm? 21
     Computer occupations 8
     Drone piloting and training 7
     Other Jobs* 6
What certification is needed? 18
     FAA Part 107 9
     CNAA or CNNP 1
     None; N/A 8
What skills are needed? 21
     Software and programming related 7
     Drone and flying related 7
     Other skills** 7
Is a type of degree required? 17
     Associate 1
     Bachelor’s 7
     Master’s 1
     None 8
Do you need applicants with security clearance? 20
     Yes 10
     No 10

*Other in-demand jobs include: researcher, manufacturer, construction worker, management, strategist and sales. **Other skills highlighted by employers include: following 
directions, navy tactical networks, good hand-eye coordination, product and distribution management, technical, as well as personable, persistent and problem-solving.

Respondents = 19
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS

In conjunction with educational and certification requirements, ten of twenty respondents pointed to security clearance as 
being required on certain projects. As such, there appears to be a homegrown opportunity to engage military personnel 
stationed in San Diego as well as veterans who elect to stay in the region. 

Prospects already possessing security clearance will stand out from others within the applicant pool. Retraining these 
individuals for careers within the unmanned systems industry could increase the applicant pool. Table 5 gives examples of 
military occupations that may be well-suited to unmanned systems work. 

Table 5: Crosswalk Between Employer-Identified, In-Demand Cccupations and Corresponding Military Job Titles

IN-DEMAND OCCUPATIONS:   
IDENTIFIED BY EMPLOYERS

EXAMPLE CROSSWALK OF MILITARY OCCUPATION

Electro-Mechanical Technicians:17-3024

Advanced Fighter Aircraft Integrated Avionics
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Operator
Aviation Precision Measurement Equipment (PME) Calibration/
Repair Technician
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) External Pilot

Aerospace Engineers: 17-2011

Developmental Engineer, Flight Test
Aerodynamics Engineering Officer
Aeronautical Engineer
Aviation Engineering Administration

Software Developers, Systems  
Software: 15-1133

Systems Development
Computer Systems Programming Journeyman
Cyber Systems
Communications and Information, Software Engineer

Computer Programmer: 15-1131

Information Systems Technician
Cyber Transport Systems Apprentice, Data Links
Communication Intelligence Collection Signals Analyst

Note: The above military occupations are a small sample of job titles that could translate into the listed In-Demand Occupations. By no means is this the exhaustive list. 
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS

Once hired, the training most frequently needed to prepare employees for the job is project management skills. More spe-
cifically, 83% of the 18 total respondents identified this as required by their firm (Figure 4). With the exception of project 
management, firms tend to provide employee trainings in technical skills related to piloting and various systems. 

When participants were asked about future needs regarding skill sets or type of employee, many of the same themes 
were highlighted. Many employers pointed to needing future employees to be both proficient in software engineering and 
possess remote piloting skills. Project management abilities and the ability to evolve with technology were also important 
to firms. 

Figure 4: Company-Provided Skill Trainings for Employees’ Job Preparation

Note: Respondents were limited to the selections listed above. 

Project management

Image processing

Pilot

Communication systems

Embedded systems

Storage systems

Power systems
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS

Key Takeaways & Next Steps

To help meet industry demands, educational institutions should incorporate 
unmanned systems training into relevant degrees. 

Because unmanned vehicles are becoming relevant to many professional fields, courses related 
to their operation or programming can enhance an individual’s skill sets in programs like geology, 
engineering, data analysis, photography, oceanography or engineering. This will expand the labor 
supply and promote fur ther development of the industry. Employers are already working with 
local colleges to create new drone programs, and they can expand their influence by advocating 
for their needs within current certificate or degree programs.

Veterans in a variety of specialization are good candidates for unmanned 
systems occupations demanded by employers.

With experience operating and maintaining unmanned systems, they have many of the technical 
skills employers’ desire in this field. Further, with many employers contracting for military 
departments, there is a need for applicants to have security clearance. Due to associated costs 
and long lag-times between the submission of security clearance applications and the completion 
of the background checks, identifying and recruiting individuals who already have clearance offer 
obvious hiring benefits. 

Required education seems to be related to firms experiencing hiring difficulty. 

Firms that have experienced difficulty during the hiring process generally require a bachelor’s 
degree for the primary occupations at the firm. In some cases, firms would benefit from carefully 
considering job postings to eliminate unnecessarily strict educational requirements. There are 
many certificate programs to support this industry either already in existence or in development 
at local community colleges. Employers can partner with educational institutions to ensure 
that individuals are gaining the skills required by industry, and then benefit from a stronger 
talent pipeline.
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Survey Methodology

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services

The San Diego Workforce Partnership surveyed San Diego County employers 
in the Professional, Scientific and Technical Services sector. With this survey, 
the Workforce Partnership aimed to capture data on current and projected 
employment, recruitment practices, requirements and expectations of employee 
education, skills, and experience and career-development metrics. 

Surveys were conducted over the phone. There were 152 survey respondents, 
more than 90% of whom fell into four industries (Figure 1): Management, 
Scientific and Technical Consulting; Architectural, Engineering and Related 
Services; Computer Systems Design and Related Services; and Scientific Research 
and Development Services. All respondents self-identified as either primes or 
subcontractors on contracts from the U.S. Department of Defense. 

Unmanned Systems

The South County Economic Development Council conducted a survey to 
identify immediate workforce needs in the field of unmanned systems (aerial, 
underwater, land and surface). The goal of this research is to better understand 
the needs of employers and create curriculum which can be used to prepare 
a workforce that possess the skills needed to immediately enter the field of 
unmanned systems. 

Twenty-one companies located within the San Diego region and who conducted 
work in unmanned systems responded to the survey. The majority of respondents 
preformed work as prime or sub-contractor within the defense industry. Surveys 
were conducted online between August 15 and September 25, 2018. 



Propel San 
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Propel San Diego is a Department of Defense 
(DoD) funded grant initiative led by the San 
Diego Workforce Partnership, the South 
County Economic Development Council, the 
City of San Diego, the East County Economic 
Development Council, the San Diego Military 
Advisory Council and San Diego Regional 
Economic Development Corporation.  
The goal of this effort is to better understand 
the needs and opportunities for regional 
businesses that conduct defense-related 
work. Additionally, Propel San Diego aims 
to develop a resilient defense supply chain 
in the San Diego region that remains stable 
despite changing budget priorities and 
addresses both regional economic and DoD 
readiness priorities. The San Diego Industrial 
Drone Consortium recruited respondents for 
this report.

This project is funded with Community 
Economic Adjustment Assistance for 
Reductions in Defense Industry Employment 
funds provided by the U.S. Department of 
Defense Office of Economic Adjustment to 
the City of San Diego.
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